2007 tundra dash

You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find
your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto
Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights
are trying to tell you. Please see your vehicle's Owner's Manual for details or scroll down to see
common indicators. Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately. Immediately
stop the vehicle in a safe place and contact your Toyota dealer. Indicates that cruise control
system has been activated. Use cruise control to maintain a set speed without depressing the
accelerator pedal. Indicates low fuel level. A buzzer sounds and the warning light flashes to
indicate that the master warning system has detected a malfunction. If the front passenger's
seat is occupied, the front passenger's seat belt also needs to be fastened to make the warning
light warning buzzer turn off. The indicator light flashes after the key has been removed from
the engine switch to indicate that the system is operating. The indicator light stops flashing
after the registered key has been inserted into the engine switch to indicate that the system has
been canceled. Depending on the vehicle, a buzzer intermittent may sound to indicate that VSC
is operating. You may need to turn the system off to enable you to rock the vehicle in order to
free it. If the indicators flash faster than usual, check that a light bulb in the front or rear turn
signal lights has not burned out. Push the switch again to turn the system back on. Consult
your Owners Manual or schedule a service with a nearby dealership. Should a safety system
light such as the ABS and SRS airbag warning lights not come on when you start the hybrid
system, this could mean that these systems are not available to help protect you in an accident,
which could result in death or serious injury. Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer
immediately if this occurs. Dashboard icons are displayed in a variety of colors, depending on
the system and its status in a specific vehicle. Yellow icons indicate an item of importance such
as low fuel , but are not necessarily a warning. Red icons indicate a condition that requires
immediate attention, such as an open door or low engine oil pressure. See your vehicle's
Owner's Manual for more details. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in
Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Dashboard Lights Select your vehicle to find out
what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Select Your Vehicle. Indicators are not available
for this model. See Manual. Below are some commonly found Toyota dashboard lights.
Indicates a malfunction in the EPS system. Headlight high beam indicator. Indicates that the
headlight high beams have been switched on. Indicates that the engine oil pressure is too low.
Low Fuel Level Warning Light. Refuel the vehicle. Master warning light. Seat belt reminder light.
Fasten the seat belt. Security Indicator. Vehicles without a Smart Key System: The indicator
light flashes after the key has been removed from the engine switch to indicate that the system
is operating. SRS Warning Light. Indicates a malfunction in: The SRS air bag system; The front
passenger occupant classification system; or The seat belt pretensioner system. When the light
comes on: Low tire inflation pressure such as Natural causes Flat tire Immediately stop the
vehicle in a safe place. When the light comes on after blinking for 1 minute: Malfunction in the
tire pressure warning system. Turn Signal Indicator. Indicates that the right or left turn signal
has been activated. Still have questions or concerns? Consult your Owner's Manual. Schedule
Service See Manuals. Countless reasons to join. Create an account and get the most out of your
Toyota today. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Unbranded Items
Aftermarket Branded 94 Items Genuine OEM 50 Items Private Label 3 Items 3. Not Specified 71
Items Dash Designs 20 Items Toyota 46 Items XScorpion 17 Items Placement on Vehicle. Left 41
Items Right 28 Items Front Items Rear 15 Items Center 45 Items Unspecified Length 43 Items
Fitment Type. Direct Replacement Items Not Specified Items Carpet 15 Items Metal 76 Items
Plastic 62 Items Suede 8 Items 8. Velour 7 Items 7. Black Items Brown 3 Items 3. Camouflage 4
Items 4. Gray 15 Items Oak 6 Items 6. New Items New other see details 30 Items Remanufactured
1 Items 1. Used 43 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It
Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping.
Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted.
Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the
right parts for your Enter Make Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Almost
gone. Shipping not specified. Last one. Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text are for
items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently
viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Tailgate lock
Short Antenna. Useless Dash Cubby Area? Post Reply. Because I am bored! What do you have
or keep in the useless dash cubby area in your Tundy? KingsAustin , Jan 26, Haggis , Tundra 21

, AzureNightmare and 2 others like this. ICS dash mount and gps. Not my pic. I have a watch
dog. They're not just a hobby They're a way of life Haggis , Jan 26, I usually throw my hat up
there. Black Wolf , Jan 28, I put my mask there until I get home. TaquitoBandito , Jan 28, This is
a cheap way to make that cubby considerably more useful. Pretty good fit, too. KingsAustin
[OP] and 1lowlife like this. I hate stuff on the dash. I can see the reflection on the windshield, so
there's nothing but dust and dog hair on mine. AzureNightmare , Jan 28, KingsAustin [OP] ,
1lowlife and Tundyfundy like this. KingsAustin [OP] likes this. Funnyguy , Jan 28, I'll get it back
on track Adam, don't worry. RobertD , Jan 28, BravoDeltaRomeo , Jan 29, Dont have a pic right
now, but I have this phone holder mounted. No issues with the holder but phone gets extremely
hot from sun on long road trips. Djone27 , Jan 29, I have a little spare change up there. It doesn't
slide around as much as I was afraid it might. Bakershack , Jan 29, Funnyguy , Jan 29, WFD ,
Jan 29, The cubby must be a 3rd gen thing. I want to mount a CB radio there. Under the rubber,
there are 3 slots. Was wondering if some sort of toggle bolt, or other anchor could hold a
mounting bracket. CycleNut , Jan 29, Hightide and Tundyfundy like this. ZappBrannigan , Jan
29, Vehicle: Limited Lots of do-dads. Takes away the useless part. Hightide , Jan 30, If I put
something in the cubby area I couldn t see the clock that I can t see when the sun is shining.
Last edited: Jan 31, Funnyguy , Jan 30, BravoDeltaRomeo likes this. Black Wolf , Jan 30, I
installed this. Generally that area has nothing it in unless I am using that tray to hold my phone
for GPS on trips or when I need it. This tray has a holder that holds and props up a phone or
tablet, angled to the driver for better viewing. Last edited: Jan 30, BravoDeltaRomeo , Jan 30,
Show Ignored Content. All Categories. Username or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Log in or
Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Has anyone owned this radio? Glare
on entertainment screen. Post Reply. Anyone replace the three dash speakers in a 3rd gen
tundra. Tried looking for the wiring diagram but nothing talks about the dash speakers. Any
help would be appreciated. Was even looking to see if anyone made plug and play harnesses
but no luck. SMK Shoe , May 13, Chat with Crutchfield I think they have the wiring color codes.
Tundra , May 13, Check the audio threads. I believe green was positive. T-Rex , May 13, I had my
new dash speakers installed today I can ask them tomorrow when I pick it up what they did your
just trying to locate the wires at the factory amp? Beastmode , May 13, DCB , May 13, Norfolk
likes this. What do you mean it makes no sense? What are you trying to wire the speakers to?
New head unit? Or are you just putting new speakers in place of the old ones? If the latter, the
cut the plug off the wires going to the speakers and connect them to your new speakers. Pudge
, May 13, Beastmode likes this. SMK Shoe , Jun 15, Mine only has 2 wires going to the center
channel iirc. If you have 4, and i think I have seen some other trucks like this too. I would just tie
the two positives from the new speakers together, as well as the negatives. And then so the
same with the OEM wiring. Find out which 2 of the 4 wires are positive and which two are
negative and twist them together. Then connect your 2 pos to the trucks 2 pos ,and negs to
negs? Not sure why some trucks have 4 wires and some 2. I think I helped Migraine
troubleshoot this same issue. Maybe she can pop in and let us know how it worked out. Pudge ,
Jun 15, I'll try your idea in the morning. Got a few things to do to the truck. First gotta make sure
that I even have power to the dash speakers. Had new head unit, amp and speakers done awhile
ago and not even sure that the dash speakers were wired up. Hoping that replacing the dash
speakers will give me more volume while talking on the phone. Volume extremely low during
phone calls even with setting maxed out for one. Pudge likes this. Would you happen to know
which speakers are used during a phone call. I can't see it being all of them. Volume is awful
during a call but outstanding when playing music. Pudge , Jun 16, Show Ignored Content. Metra
87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. JL Audio C Quick Charge 3. Rockford Fosgate RX3 Prime 6.
Dasaita Android Radio Replacement Head Unit. Username or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Toyota Tundra is a great truck and delivers great off-road performance that is roomy and just
comfortable. If your Tundra is like ours though you go on lots of adventures with it. However,
those adventures can take a toll on the Tundra and some older ones are known for In , a US Air
Force retiree living in Arizona noticed the number of vehicles driving around with towels and
rags on the dash area in an effort to reduce the harsh heat and glare of the desert sun. He
experimented with a number of different materials, looking for both the ideal texture to reduce
glare and insulation to reduce heat build-up and, after adding a latex backing for shape
retention, he introduced the perfect carpet for his new product â€” DashMats. Over the years, a
variety of different fabrics have been perfected for DashMats â€” from the suede look, to velour
and now the new warp-knit finish of the Ltd. Edition style. Our DashMat design center is still
headquartered in Arizona and the Design Team has over 50 years experience in creating the

best fitting patterns for your vehicle. Covers the dash, instrument cluster, inclinometer, upper
glove box and air vents better than I was expecting. Extremely pleased! This thing fits my Infinit
FX35 great! Fits perfect! Mat is all that I expected. Intense UV rays that penetrate your
windshield cause both cosmetic fading and physical damage to your dash over a period of time.
This means that your dashboard will deteriorate and not only look less desirable it will also take
a big hit to the resale value as the dashboard is one of the first things buyers see and a good
indicator of how well the vehicle was maintained. A DashMat is specially designed to protect
your dashboard from fading, cracking, and deteriorating all while adding an upscale look to
your dashboard. Think of a dash cover as a protective shield for your dashboard. The material
is designed to block UV rays from reaching your factory dash while also absorbing heat. If you
wait to long to protect your factory dash the material becomes super brittle and just falls apart
and the only way to fix is to replace your dashboard panel which isn't cheap. We have
vigorously tested many materials over the years to find the best materials that can hold up to
the relentless suns exposure and protect your vehicle dashboards. All of our DashMat material
options will protect your factory dashboard amazingly well, but the carpet we use is colorfast,
non-shrink, heat and UV resistant which means they will hold up longer than the other
materials. Anyone that waits to long to protect the dash of their vehicle always comes to this
cross road do you spend a lot of money to replace a dashboard panel or cover it up. Well luckily
you can still make the more economical choice here and use a dash cover to hide that unsightly
dash. Depending on how bad your dash has deteriorated you could just put directly over-top
your dilapidated dash, but you do want to be mindful where you put the hook and loop fasteners
as you want to find areas that are still stable. If your dashboard has major cracks and doesn't
look right with the mat you can add some masking tape below to reduce the gaps to provide a
better surface. Your dashboard will still be brittle so you want to be cautious about what you
toss up there, but a quality dashmat will help prevent more damage and dramatically change the
look of your vehicle in a great way. Actually yes! Your windshield is a large magnifying glass
that shines directly onto your dashboard which cooks the surface A good dash cover will
actually absorb the heat while dissipating the heat so it doesn't permeate down to your factory
dashboard. This means that the DashMat also doesn't get as hot which reduces the heat that
radiates off and back at the driver and passengers. Sunscreens are a great way to also reduce
the heat in your vehicle, but they only work when the vehicle is parked. A Dashboard Cover
actually works when parked and while driving to provide a dramatically cooler vehicle interior at
all times. How well will a dash cover fit my dash? You can expect a perfect fit for your
dashboard. We use precise measurements to measure every curve, dip, vent, sensor, and
feature your vehicle dashboards have. Over the year's dashboards have become more complex,
but so have our techniques in crafting Custom DashMats. We use stylish seems, hems, and
darts to allow dashmats to contour to the shape of your dashboard better in most cases while
our Ultimat for select trucks and SUV's is soft molded from one piece of fabric. Do DashMats
cover the vehicle vents, sensors, or speakers? All dash covers are not equal. A custom
Covercraft DashMat will always have vents and sensors cutout that match your exact
dashboard. When you enter your vehicle details you may have to choose an option for a sensor
cutout or not as your vehicle may have had both options depending on the features it came
with. Sensors are typically located at the top of the dashboard near the windshield in the center.
Speakers are a different story though. In most cases we will cover your speakers, but don't
worry the material is designed not to muffle the sound. So why do we cover most speakers?
Simple, most speakers use plastic which actually breaks down much faster than the rest of your
dashboard. So we cover your speakers to make sure all of your dash is protected including the
plastic trim. Dash covers are a great way to reduce windshield glare. Not every vehicle suffers
from windshield glare as it depends on the original windshield and dash designs. Vehicle's that
experience windshield glare though should go towards darker colors like black or charcoal that
will absorb light versus reflect light. How do I know if I have a dashboard sensor? The quick
way is to look at the center of your dashboard closest to the windshield and look for a bulb or
dimple. If you see this than you have a dash sensor. If your vehicle has features like automatic
headlights, auto climate temperature controls to regulate the interior temp, or even an
ultrasonic park assist you most likely have a dashboard sensor. If you have this you typically
know as it displays information like speed or temperature onto your lower windshield vs. Nope,
perfectly safe to use on your dashboard. If you ever remove your dashboard simply peel off and
use rubbing alcohol to remove any sticky residue. We make shopping for your Custom Dash
Cover easy. These are just some of our popular custom pattern options we have, but our pattern
library is massive with custom DashMats for virtually any car, truck, SUV, or van. Use our
vehicle selector below for more search options. Your session has timed out making your
current request no longer valid. Please reload your page and re-try your request again. We are

Here to Help! Enter a search term. Add a vehicle. Select your vehicle. Find your vehicle. Please
select a submodel Submodel. Covercraft Gift Ideas Since DashMat has been the most
recognized, best selling dash protector available. Fits Your Vehicle. An upscale, technical look
for your dash while offering classic DashMat protection. The rugged protection and look you
have been waiting for is finally here. Protect your dash with Carhartt! The reason is your
windshield harnesses a ton of direct sunlight and UV rays right on top of your dash which
causes the rapid decay and weakness. At Covercraft we custom-make the best fitting and the
original DashMats designed to protect your dash while adding a fresh style to your vehicle.
What is the benefit of a DashMat? Protects your dash from fading, cracking, or deteriorating
Helps reduce the heat build up in your vehicle as they defuse heat Darker colors can even help
reduce light glare by absorbing light Prevents plastic around speakers from cracking protecting
your electronics Helps protect the value of your vehicle Perfect for adding a fresh look and style
to your vehicle How to Choose The Right DashMat? Each of our DashMats is designed to
protect your dashboard without obstructing sound from your speakers and cut to fit your exact
dashboard. For the most part, it comes down to personal preference though we do have some
recommendations. Only available in select vehicles right now, but the best by far in our opinion.
A: A Dash sensor is a sensor located at the base of your windshield usually in the form of a
dimple or bubble. The sensor often gets used for your auto-headlights so they know when to
turn on or off. Some vehicles have an option with a sensor or without. If you have a sensor the
last thing we want to do is obstruct a feature in your vehicle so we use a pattern that has a cut
out specific to that sensor. Q: Will a DashMat muffle the sound in my car? A: No our DashMats
are specially made to allow sound to flow through without obstruction. Q: Will a dash cover
prevent sun glare? A: Some dashboards just seem to reflect more light than others. If you have
a problem with high glare we recommend our Carpet DashMats or Carpet UltiMat in a dark color
like black or charcoal. By going with a carpet in a darker color it will absorb the light instead of
reflecting it. Q: Is a Molded DashMat a better fit? A: All of our DashMats are custom-fit, however
our UltiMats are a molded fit which is as good as it gets. On our other dashmats, we have a
pattern we custom stitch together to cover every curve and angle while on a Ultimat we use a
mold of your dash to make a soft-molded seamless dash cover. Q: Do dash covers have vent
cutouts? Q: Are speakers cutout on DashMats? A: Not normally. DashMats are designed to lay
over top of speakers to protect the plastic from cracking. The unique design of our materials
allows sound to flow through withou
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t obstruction though. The only time we cut out speakers is if you have a raised speaker.
Carhartt Ltd. DashMat Origins In , a US Air Force retiree living in Arizona noticed the number of
vehicles driving around with towels and rags on the dash area in an effort to reduce the harsh
heat and glare of the desert sun. Protect Your Dash. What is the purpose of a dash cover? What
is the best material for dash covers? Can I use a DashMat on a cracked dashboard? Will it help
keep my vehicle cooler? Can a dash cover reduce windshield glare? Will hook and loop
fasteners ruin my dashboard Nope, perfectly safe to use on your dashboard. Silverado Chevy
Avalanche. Chevy Camaro. Chevy Tahoe. Ford F Ford Ranger. Sierra Honda CRV. Honda Pilot.
Honda Ridgeline. Honda Passport. Grand Cherokee. Nissan Rogue. Rogue Sport. Nissan Titan.
Ram Subaru Impreza. Subaru Crosstrek. Subaru Forester. Tesla S. Toyota Tacoma. Toyota
4Runner. Toyota Rav4. Reviews for Dash Covers that fit your Toyota Tundra. We're Sorry.

